What will I gain?

Day 1: The 'What'

- Add impact to your communication and message to different audiences
  By learning our Point Method©, you will be able to speak to your board, your team, cross functionally, to clients, B2B and learn how to showcase the right amount of detail for each level.

- Organize your thoughts IN THE MOMENT
  Received an unexpected call from your manager? Impromptu presentation? 1:1 meeting that was not scheduled? No problem. Speak with clarity and ease in any situation.

- Answer questions and hostile questions
  No more guessing. No more saying, “that’s a really good question….hmmmm…um…”

- Understand YOUR speaking style
  With personalized feedback and awareness through watching recordings of your presentations, you will be able to understand what your audience sees and hone your speaking style.

Immediate results from day 1:
- Easily develop any presentation for any audience
- Be able to answer questions in an effective manner
- Be able to get to the point every time you speak
- Be better at speaking spontaneously

Why On Point Speaking?

You need a new approach that:
- Gives you actionable tools, immediately.
- Allows you to command a room, both in-person and virtually.
- Will allow you to enjoy speaking in any situation.
- Effectively story tell to get the results you want.

You need to find your authentic voice:
We offer all the tools you need to perform better and gain confidence in your communication – in any situation. On Point Speaking’s approach is designed to allow you to utilize your voice and authentic self when communicating. Whether you’re motivating your team or pitching to the board, you will get your point across efficiently, effortlessly, and confidently.

You need a trainer with a proven track record:
Companies such as 3M, Apple, Boston Scientific, Coca-Cola, Cisco, Dell, FedEx, GE, General Mills, HP, McDonalds, Medtronic, Microsoft, Pfizer, Phillips, Target, UnitedHealth, USBank, and Verizon trust On Point Speaking to develop their leaders and emerging leaders.

See page 2 for day 2 agenda
Day 2: The 'How'

• Deep-dive into understanding your speaking style
  You have been told you need better Leadership Presence—but now you'll actually have the tools you'll need to add impact to YOUR speaking style.

• Learn how to manage tension and anxiety while speaking
  You will get nervous. You will be caught off guard. Learn how to manage your nerves in the moment and use them to your advantage. When you are relaxed, you are able to be your authentic self.

• Learn how to tell a dynamic story to get results
  Whether you're selling to a client, B2B or giving a presentation to an audience, your stories are essential. Learn how to craft a compelling story to capture your audience—and see the results.

• Learn how to level-up your Leadership Presence
  Learn how to develop your authenticity in any capacity—both in person and virtually.

Immediate results from day 2:
• Authenticity and better Leadership Presence in any platform
• Ability to tell a meaningful story and see the results
• Understanding of YOUR authentic speaking style
• Tools to manage tension and anxiety

Testimonials

“It's been nearly two months since, and people still talk about how effective, informative, and honestly fun the session was under Vanessa's leadership. How often do you have a training that people are jealous that they didn't attend?! It has set the bar for the type of training that we want, and need more of, to truly capitalize on our growth mindset. She is a strong facilitator and brings a wealth of knowledge to the session; I can guarantee you won't leave a day with Vanessa without feeling the same way!”
-Client from Microsoft

“I feel I made great progress with your help and now I have a plan going forward. I do believe communication is the most important of all leadership traits and maybe even it is a way to lead. Because of this I want to work on this deliberately and you gave me a lot to think about and hopefully to implement.”
-Client from Medtronic

“I feel much better about going in front of a room and knowing how to structure a presentation.”
-Client from Altria

“I feel like I just learned how to ride a bike for the first time.”
-Client from Moyer & Son, Inc.
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